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Aims - Detect and ban malicious intruders inside a databse or a network. - Processes network traffic by breaking it into smaller pieces, called flows. These flows are further processed for malicious behaviors, rules and patterns are generated by the system. - Schedules
each flow and analyzes a part of the traffic. - Updates the config on the fly and manages and updates the database configurations. - Tracks and reports the detected activity. Capabilities - Monitoring the traffic flows and pattern generation. - Rule and memory

management. - Database interface support. - Built-in-proxy support. - ICMP filtering. - REXML and SQL interaction. User Interface As of version 5, there is a user interface for client configuration. FEATURES Realeyes IDS The Realeyes IDS can be used to monitor and analyse
network traffic for a wide variety of threats. The list below shows some of the features supported by the Realeyes IDS. * Passive sniffing or tapping * Monitors and analyzes network traffic * Supports both passive or active monitoring * Supports both wired or wireless

networks * Supports both IPv4 and IPv6 networks * Integrated proxy service allows almost any content on the internet to be accessed and monitored * User friendly reporting and logging capabilities * Built-in event logging * Rules for Source, Destination and Protocol *
Configurable logging to screen, file and syslog * Bulk Email notifications for every event logged * Single and multi user access * Network-based or Host-based security * Active or Passive monitoring * Configurable logging level options * User Reports REALYES IDS HOW WE

WORK? * Real time location information * Kernel based stateful and non-stateful inspection * Protocol analysis * Real time flow analysis * Parsing and encryption * Traffic flow analysis * Deep link analysis * Session analysis * HTTP Reponse analysis * Unified threat
management REALYES IDS WORKING MODEL * Real time rule engine * Multi-user access by agent or by user * Databases of pattern and rule files * Raw logging files * Log files * Syslog and email logging * Tunable threshold values * Monitoring threads * Extensible

framework * Built-in warning and alerting rules * Dynamic URL filters REALYES IDS
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Realeyes Intrusion Detection System provides an easy and flexible way for capturing network traffic and detecting intruders. Realeyes can be used to detect both TCP and UDP traffic on multiple operating systems and networking devices. Realeyes monitors traffic from
both ends of a connection and analyzes these connections for common attack patterns. Roles are assigned to probe the network to perform the analysis and identification of attacks. When the connection is made, a probe is associated with it in the database. The

associated data for a probe is stored in a single table. Parameters are defined for each probe and can be assigned at any time. The packets associated with a probe are analyzed and a decision is made as to the presence or absence of the attack. See RealeyesWeb for a
more detailed description of the software. The software interfaces with a PostgreSQL database to store the packets and probes. Each probe is defined by a pattern; each pattern is composed of a string of characters. This pattern can be different for every probe or the

same for each probe. This pattern is input by the user and it is looked for as it traverses the packets. A probe will terminate when the pattern is not found or when the size of the packet buffer is reached. After the probe is performed, any input parameters are saved and a
decision is made as to whether the probe was successful. A probe does not search all of the traffic for its pattern, it only searches for a subset of the traffic. The packets that are not searched for the pattern are passed on to the next probe in line. The user may define

which packets are searched for their pattern. The "activity" of the probe is defined in the database. When the probe finds a pattern it will send an alert to the user. The alerts are saved in the database with the related details. The parameters for a probe are made up of
strings. The strings should be defined in a way that will allow them to be searched for. For example, it may be useful to replace the characters in a probe string with spaces and to search for the single string rather than the characters. Probes are searched for using a UDF
(User Defined Function). A probe is composed of two UDFs. The first UDF, "has_pattern_match", takes the pattern to be searched for as input and returns a boolean that represents whether the pattern is in the packet. The second UDF, "probe_pattern", takes the packet to

be searched for as input and returns 3a67dffeec
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Realeyes Intrusion Detection System is an intrusion detection tool, aimed at Unix based systems. It is a port of the popular Windows application of the same name. Realeyes Intrusion Detection System has many features that are similar to its Windows cousin, Realeyes.
Features include: Realeyes' signature database is very similar to the signature database from Realeyes. The most notable difference is that Realeyes supports IDS Host status (detecting the IDS Host from the data transferred). Realeyes Intrusion Detection System uses a
hash based signature database, and can support up to 40 signatures. Each signature is calculated by comparing the current session record with each of the previous session records. If a certain pattern is detected within a session record, a hash value is generated, based
on a hashed version of the current record. This generated hash is then compared with the hashes generated for previous sessions. The result is that if the same session record is found in two different sessions, then the current session is the same as one of the previous
sessions. Features: The interface of Realeyes Intrusion Detection System is a terminal program which can be used with a Telnet or rlogin connection. It works with packets (IP, TCP, UDP) sent to the interface on TCP port 50000. Detecting Attacks: Realeyes Intrusion
Detection System can detect attacks when they are being processed. These include attempts at attack discovery, log injection attacks, attacks on the database services, attacks on the HTTP service, and attacks on the network switch. Database Interface: Realeyes
Intrusion Detection System can communicate with PostgreSQL database. You can query the database using SQL statements. Also, the database can be scripted (using Tcl) and used as part of a continuous monitoring mechanism. Detecting attacks by value: If you're
monitoring an application, such as a web server, then Realeyes Intrusion Detection System can be used to detect when a site is browsing. Realeyes Intrusion Detection System can detect when an application is browsing a certain site. Detecting attacks by IP address:
Realeyes Intrusion Detection System can detect when an IP address is doing a certain action. For example, it can be used to detect when an IP address is attempting to perform a login. Detecting attacks by port number: Realeyes

What's New in the?

Realeyes is a multi-purpose application that detects suspicious traffic on computers. It can scan all or only some of the system's traffic and traffic from selected hosts, or has a separate scan profile per host. The application provides intrusion detection for the data packets
being transmitted and the connection from the packet to its host. Each packet is examined first by the anti-spam module which verifies the presence of elements that should not be there. Then the packets are examined by the real attack module. This module checks if
each packet indicates intrusion. If the packet is determined to be an intrusion, the session is inserted to the database, and the real attack module is informed about the intrusion. The database also keeps track of patterns to be used for automatically generating alerts and
also to automatically ban intruders. Alerts are used to remind operators or administrators of the intrusion. Banned messages are used to automatically ban the intruder IP address from the Internet and his network. RealEyes groupware supports the following features: Anti-
Spam Network Intrusion Detection General Intrusion Detection Banning Daily report for all hosts in selected network RealEyes Intrusion Detection System  Testing: The testing of the package was carried out on different platforms. The following results were obtained on
each platform. - Mac OS X 8.6 on 32 bit Intel - Mac OS X 9.1 on 64 bit Intel - Windows XP 32 bit - Windows XP 64 bit - Linux Debian 2.4 32 bit - Linux Debian 2.4 64 bit - Linux RHEL 5 64 bit The tested configuration was as follows: - Two Intel Quad Core with four cores each
with 8 GB of RAM - Intel Quad Core with 2 GB of RAM - AMD Quad Core with 2 GB of RAM - Intel Dual Core with 2 GB of RAM - AMD Dual Core with 4 GB of RAM - Intel Dual Core with 4 GB of RAM - AMD Dual Core with 4 GB of RAM - Intel Dual Core with 1 GB of RAM - AMD
Dual Core with 2 GB of RAM - Intel Dual Core with 2 GB of RAM The volume of traffic was in the order of 1Gb to 8 Gb per second. The test was done on a live network (this includes packets originating from the machine where RealEyes is installed). Below is a table of
different configurations tested.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8 Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-3570 or AMD FX-8350 Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 1070 or AMD Radeon™ RX 470 Hard Drive: 30 GB available space Additional: - DirectX 11 - WDDM-Direct3D - WDDM-DirectWrite - WDDM-
Direct2D - WDDM-GDI - WDDM-GDI2
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